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INSTITUTE FORr.RESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL
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The Institute for Research on Educational Finance and Governance is
a Research and Devel,opment Center of the National Institute of Education
(NIE) and is authorized and funded under authority of SeCtion 405 of the
General Education Provisions Act as amended. by Settion 403 of the Educe-

, tion Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482). The Institute is administered ,

through the School of Education at Stanford Univ,ersity and is,located in
the Center for Educational Research at Stanford (CERAS).

The research act vity of the Institute is divided into the following

1/
pltogram areas: Fine ce and Economics;. Politics; Law; 04ganizations; and
History. In addition, there are a number of other projects and programs
in the finance and governance area that are sponsozred by private founda-
tions and government agencies which are outside offithe special R&D,Center
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stract

The seventi s was an bra of substantial increase In state policy inno-
vation. Schoo finance reform, minimum competency testing, and bilingual
education are a few prominent examples. This paper analyzes\this trend,
and provides some causes for state policy initiatives. State fiscal and
institutionalccapacity improved significantly. Interstate policy Essue
networks diabsed policies across numerous states and overrode political
traditions inhibiting state control. By the end of the, decade a new align-
ment of state versus local control had been created raising some questions
whether state policy had been too interventionist. By the end of the decade
tax and expenditure limits had slowed the growth of state revenues indicating
that the era of intense state activity was ending.
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Historical Background

Under the U.S. Constitution, education is a power reserved to the

states. In turn, state constitutions charg9 the state legislature with

responsibility for establishing and maintaining a system of free public

i
schools that are operated locally. local control of education has been

a hallmark of American education, distinguishing us from most other Western

nations. But there h*.s taken place an unprecedented growth of state influ-.

ddce over local education since the 1960s which will be the focus of this

paper.

States didplay different historical patterns of control over local

policies on such matters as curriculum, personnel, finances and teaching.

But all states established minimums below which/local school operations

could not fall. Presumably the state's general welfare required a basic

education opportunity for all children. Consequently,- states require

minimum days of school attendance, courses of study, and standards for

teacher's liCenses. There has been an urban-rural distinction totis state
Zw

role. Moreover, most states require d localities to levy a minimum tax
o

and guaranteed a base level of expenditures. Earlier in this centtry,

states began upgrading the standards of rural schools, but city schools

received less attention,because -their expenditures and property wealth

were the highest i he state. Indeed, Chicago, New York, and Philadelphia

had special statues that exempted them from major areas of state control.

Decades later in the 1970's, state school finance reforms created special

provisions for the core cities, but the rationale was based on unusually

high fiscal stress.

t)
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A principal rationale for state intervention is that only the state

can ensure equality and standardization of instruction and resourdgs.

This rationale is contested by local control advocates, who contend that

flexibility is needed to adjust to diverse circumstances and local pre-

ferences. ,These advocates stress that there is no proven' educational

technology that is optimal for all conditions. This dispute over'state

control is really over two values, equal treatment versus freedom of local

traditional compromise has been a state minimum with local

on to exceed the minimum. But this compromise was challenged by

school finance reformers in the 1970's because state minimums provided,an

inadequate floor, or were exceeded substantially by localities with extra-
.

ordinary taxable property,

Before turning to the implementation of school finance.ref7,we w411

sketch the overall state role in education at the onset of the 1970's.

A

Variations in State Control at the Beginning of the 1970's
/7

I

The best way to grasp the historical state role is to focus on spe-
..

cific policies from state to state. Variations in how much Ihe state

cont.roli each policy will cause differences iimpl mentation between

states. States spread out.across a "centrist"/"lo alist" Oectruni.

In New England, local schocks enjoy an autonomy from state control that

may have its roots in hatred of the English governor. But on the other,

hand, textbooks and courses of instruction in the southern states are

often centrally determined. State-mandated curriculUns have both historical

and political roots: In many eases, it took state laws to ensure newer

subjects, such as vocational education and driver training, a place in the

curriculuni. These'subjects.were introduced into the curriculum after 1920

amid great controversy, whereas mathematics and English never required.

ti
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pOlitical power to justify their existence. Consequently, the standard

subjects are'less frequently mandated by state laws.

Underlying the interstate variation in local control is what has
Q

.

been called "political culture," i.e. differing value Structures that
i j

. manifest themselves in the characteristic behavior and actions of states

and regions. Political culture :ranges widely in its objects--political

rules2party structures, government structures and processes, citizens'

roles, and attitudes about all these. In short, political culture is a

constraint helping to account for major differences between states in

degree of state control and policy feasibility.. It also helps determine

whether state control will expand and how inclined local officials are

to evade'state influence.
1

ANY

A content analysis of the variety and extent of state control in
(

36 areas of school policy, using assembled statutes, constitutions, and

court! opinions, provides a view of these political cultures'in education

olicy.
2

From these authoritative statements, a scale of state control

was constructed. It.suggested a range of state control: absenCeof a

state authority, 0; permissive local authonomy, 1; required local autonomy,

2; extensive kocal option under state-mandated requirement, 3;, limited

O

loCal option under state-mandated requirement,.4; no lbcal opttQn under

state-mandated requirement,' 5; and 6, total state assumption.

As Table 1 indicates, in 1972 the- states displayed a striking di-
, v4

versity, frOm Hawaii's total state assumption of schooling, stemming
'

from its royal tradition, to rural Wyoming' cal autonomy.

aAt to same time, there is a concentration between 3 and 4 on the
4 n.

centralization scale. Regional patterns are not clear-cut, but there is

high control in some states of Northeast; and high state control in
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-r, Table 1

School Centralization ScOres and Ranks by State, 1972*

State Score Rank State Score Rank

Ala.

Alaska

Ariz.
.

Ark.

Calif.

Colo.

'Conn.

Del.

FIA.

Ga.'

Hawaii

Idaho

Ill.

Ind.

Iowa

Kans.

Ky.

4.67 3 La. 3.19 '37

.3.38 31 Maine 3.09 41

2.91 43 Md. 1 3.56 1 27

3.57 26 Mass. 2.73 48 ,

3.65 22 Mich. 3.85 15

3.79 19 Minn. 4.10 8

,2.68 49 Miss. 3.93 10

3.15 '39 Mo. , 2.84 46

4.19 7 ' Mont. 3.47 29

3.24 35 Nebr. 3.81 16

6.00 1 Nev. 2.84 46

3.26 34 'N.H. 3.13 40

.3.32 33 N.J. 3.87 14

3.90 11 N:M. . 3.79 19

-r

3.80 17 N.Y. ' 3.63 24

. 3.38' 31 N.C. 3.,80 17

3.90 ' 11 N.D. 2.89 44 )

State Score Rank

Ohio 3:65 22

Okla. 4.91 2

Oreg. 4.30 6

Pa. 3.75 21

R.I. 3,21 36

S.C. 4.61 4

S.D. 3.08 42
4

Tenn. 3.48 28'

Tex. 2.88 45

Utah 3.42 , 30

Vt. 3.17 38

Va. '3.88 13

Wash. 4.37 5

W. Va. 3.94 9

Wis. 3.62 25

Wyo. ,1.86 50

e

*Source for Tables 1-3.: Frederick M. Wirt, "What State Laws Say about
Local Control," Phi Delta Kappan 59 (pril- 1978): 517-20: Reprinted,

with permission.

0, -
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some southeastern states. States clustering at each e,ndare both rich and

poor. Size, in terms of both population and total square miles, appears

irrelevant. The "average state" scoring 3.56,has extensive state guide-
,

lines with many local options. The variation in state control is more

noteworthy than the statistical average. As subsequent sections demonstrate,

the state role has expended during the 1970's in several states that formerly

had low centralization scores, ConneCticut, Illinois, Maine; and Kansas

have all enacted major school finance reforms that dramatically increase

state-control. Msachusetts, with one,of the lowest centralization scores,,

'* passed a highly prescriptive program for special education. Some ofjhe

i6'formerly centralized states such as Florida have become even more centralized

through accountability and school finghce initiatives in the 1970's. This

widespread phenomenon of state assumption of local scho91 policy prerogatives'

suggests that major political, social, and economic forces overrode his-

torical constraints ag4inst centralization in several states. A table

compiled today would show a different ranking than obtained in 1972.

This ,analysis distinguished areas of policy characterized by the

greatest state control. Table 2 presents the policies where there is

virtually complIte-,s'tate control. The "reforms" of.earlier eras are clearly

highlightedpersonnel, compulsory attendance, records, and accreditation.

As we will see, during the 1970's, major increases in state control focused

on accountability (testing, pupil achievement, parent participation),

collective bargaining, and categorical programs.

Table 3 presents areas of high state control: Sode of thee policies

'reflect the traditional. state "gate-keeping" role (teacher employment,

calendar, records, and revenue controls). Curriculum, student progress,

and physical facility regulation are other major areas of high state
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Table 2

Policies of Highest State'Control, 1972

Number of States
with Total

Policy 50-State Score Assumption

)
,..

Vocational education

Certification

Attendance

Accreditation

FinanciallTecords

Median Score

Pr

5.50 33

4.89 15

4.64 I 12

4.50 27

.4:27 16

4.64

Table 31

Policies of High State Control, 1972
6

Policy 50-State Score

Special education 5.09

Curriculuin 4.41

Safety- health. 4.37 .

Textbooks 4.35

Trans station 4.34

er employment 4.17
Calendar 4.09

`Graduation 4.06

Admissions 3.82

Construction 3.76

Records 3.71

Adult education 3.63

Revenue 3.5,7

Median Score 4.09

1 A.

0 ft

lb*
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control. There are also policieS in which states are about' evenly divided

between state and local control. Included in this category are new state N

programs for pupil enrichment, pupil-teacher ratios,, and evaluation.

Local responsi*lities are being eroded incrementally.in these policy,areas.

Indeed, these data demonstrate how_the state, domain of minimum specifications

has gradually expanded. while local discretion has contracted since the

early twentieth century.

Little is known about the operational impact of stye mandates.

our experience suggests that state enforcement is sporadic, activated

primarily in response to local complaints. Certainly, there is no system-

atic state inspection system. A survey pf local perceptions and behavior

is needed, particularly to answer the significant political questions:

Is practice consistent withpcilicy, i.e., are state statutes and regu-

lations enforced fully and effectively? What inducements or sanctions

`dre most effectively employed in enforcement? Enough evidence is at hand

to analyze how this state control came to be.

Some Causes for the Growth of'State'Influence

Some major policy areas that signify the dramatic increase of state'

influence' within the last twodecades are state administration bf federal

categorical grants, state role,in education finance, state requirements

for educational accountability, state specifications and programs..fOr

childreA with special needs, and state efforts to stimulate experimentation

I

add innovation. These substantive changes were made possible in large

part by an increase. in the institutional capacity of states to intervene

in local affairs. Thus, most st4101egislatures have added staff and research

capiacity, and they alsojiow meet annually or for more extended sessions.

f
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than insearlier years. Legislators thus have the resources 6Yformulate

and.oversee'educational policy.' Too, governors now have'their own edu-

cation specialists and,improved fiscal staffs. Moreover, during the 1970's

anthe states diversified their tax sources and expanded theirheir fiscal capacity.
$ ,

(7-

.

The capacity of state education agencies (SEAS) to,.intercede in local

1, 4.:

school policy has also increased dramatically in the last twenty yearS.

Ironically, the federal government provided the initial impetus for this'

expansion. The Elementary and Secondary' Education Act of ,1965 and its

subs'equent, amendments required state agencies to approve local projects for

federal funds in such areas as educatiowfor disadvantaged; handicapped,

bilingual, and migrant children, and educatiOnai innovation. In each of

... .
. .

these federal programs, 1 percent of the funds were earmarked for state

adminiqtration. Moreover, Title V (ye ESEA provided general support for .%

state administrative resources, with 'some priority given to state planning
...

I I-. ,.

.and evaluation. By 1972, three- fourths of the SEA staffs had been in'their

-jobs for less than three years. All the expansion in California's SEA-

from 1964 to 1970 was financed by fedetal funds. In 1972, 70 percent of

ir the funding for.the stag education agency in Texas came from fedetal aid.
°

The new staff capaciy,was available for SEA administrators or state boards
e

f_ that wanted 'a more activist role in local education.3

A fUrther factor is the increased confusion -among and decreased

respect for tradition'L supporters of locaPcontrol. Thuslocal control

advOcates, such as teacher's unions, school boards,, and administrator

associations feud among themselves and provide v cuum that state control

activists can expldri. As we have seen, these ed cation groups cannot

agree on common policies with their old allies such as parent organizations.

Too, the loss, of publi& confidence in professional educators and the decline
4.0

r
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of achievement scores cause many legislators to doubt that -local school

employees sh&ild no longer, be given much discretion.

Also, there has developede key structural change in the growth and

diversification pf "state tax sources. From,1960 to \979, eleven states.

adopted a personal income tax, nine a corporate income tax, and ten a

.general sales tax. Thirty-.sevw states used all three of these revenue

sources in 1979, compared to just nineteen in 1960. Income taxes provided

35percent of all tax revenue in 1978 compared to 19 percent in 1969.

This diversification of the revenue systems provided the States with a

capacity to increase services as evidenced by. Table 4.

Table 4

government Expenditures' From Own Funds
Selected Years

Public-Sector Expenditures in Billions of
Current Dollars

Year Total Federal 'State Local,

1969 $2856 $188.4 $49.6 $47.6

1979* 764.5 507.0 ,..1:45.0 , 112.5

Publi Sector Expenditures as IP Percent of GNP
.

1969 ' 30.5% %, i0.1% 5.3% 5.1%

1979* 3a2 t21.3 - 6.1 4.4 7

i , i Publit Sector Expenditures as a Percent of
Personal. Income

1969 38.0% 25.1% 6.6%' 6.3%

1979* 39.7 26:3 7.5 5.8

* = Estimated

Source: Adiisory Commission on Intergoverpmental Relations;
Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, 197889 edition.
,Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1979
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State School Finance Reform in the 1970's

No policarana better demonstrates the new activism of the states

during the 1970's than the dramatid initiatives in school finance. This

increased state role in school finance was in many cases accompanied-by

other forms of increased state influence over local policy. In most

states, the concept of the minimum foundation was abandoned for a new

state role. The federal impetus in this nonincremental policy change was

minimal. The U.S. Supieme Courts ruled in the 1973 Rodriquez case that

while the,Texas school finance system resulted in unequal expenditures,

hwe cannot say that such disparities are the products of a system that is

so irrational as to be invidiously discriminatory."4 Thus, the U.S. courts

left, the issue to be resolved by the states. While the Nixon administration

studied a significant federal role in school finance equalization, it backed

away from committing federal resources (except for research).

BUt if the federal courts did not intervene, numerous state courts

6declared their state's school finance system unconstitutional. Between

1970 and 1980, twenty to thirty states (depending,on one's criteria)

"refor5pd" their systems or were in the midst of carryinrout court Orders

to do so. These states accounted for about two-thirds of the pupils in

the U.S. Moreover, reform in some)states caused others to increase state

aid without any "reform "-in state distribution formulas. All this was

happening in a decade when states were adding new tax sources and increasing

their expenditures as a percent of GNP and of per capita income. As Table 4

_demonstrates, state spending increases outstripped federal or local

increases.

During this same era support for public education shifted from the

local to the state level. As Table 5 demonstrates, from 1969 to 1979
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state sources of revenue for publi6 education grew from $13.9 billion to

$41.2 billion--up 44.5 percent in real terms. While state aid for public

Schools doubled during the last.decade, Taiile 6 demonstrates that schools

reform states more than doubled their spending and dramatically increased

their percentage of total state and local expenditures. We cannot be

certain that school finance reform "caused" all these fiscal changes, but

a relationship is unmistakable.

TABLE 5

Sources of Acenue for Select d SAhool-Years, 1969-1979

SohOol Year Amount in billions of Dollars) From
Ending In

'

Local State Federal Total

1969 $18.3 $13.9 $ 2.6 $34.8

1979 38.0 41.2 7.6 .., 96.8
1,

I)Icrement,
1969 to 1979 $19.7 $27.3 $ 5.0 $52.0-

1969

1979

19'69

1.979

Amount as a Percent of Totalt.'

52.7 39-.9 7.4 ,

43:7 47.4 8.8

Expenditures _Perlupil, 1969 to 19 79

Amount Percentage Increase from 1969

$ 657

1,798 173.7.

Source: National Education Association, Estimates of School Statistics,. ,

1978-79. Washington, D.C.: &EA, 1979, pp. 20 and 25.

O

This, state expenditure growth enabled total education expenditures

to grow over,40 percent faster than inflation despite a dramatic down-

trend in enrollment. Nationally, current operating expenditures increase4

273% over the decade (from.$657.per pupil to $1,798).

1"

N.
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TABLE 6

State Education Expenditures in 1970 and 1979

as'Percentage of Total State/Local Education Expenditures

(Selected .School Finance Reform States)

1970 1979

State

Amount

(Millions
of'Dollars

State Percent
J of Total
State/Local

) Spending

Amount
(Millions

of Dollars)

State Percent
of Total

State /Focal

Spending

11,

More Than
100 Percent

Increase in Dollars

California $1,536 (31.9) $5,598 (64.9) X

Colorado 119 (26.2) 450 (36.9) X

Florida 63t (55.0) 1,666 (56.1)

Illinois 768 (31.1) 2,000 (39.6) X

Iowa 158 (24.8) 504 (38.9) X

Kansas 136 (31.2) 403 (46.7) X

Maine r 70 (37.4) 1,787 , (47.1) X..

Michigan 856 (45.0) 1,831 (44.8) X

Minnesota 444 (47.9 1,057 (54.5) X

Missouri 261 (31.3) 582 (36.2) X

New Jeriey (26.9) 1,378 (40.6) X

New Mexico 128 A
-N

(61.3) .353 (67.0) X

Ohio 515 (27.1) 1,625 (43:2) X

Ipashington 425 (55.8) 942 (6113) X

Wisconsin 273 (30.1) 713 (36.5), X

Sourcet National Center for Educational Statistics, Digest of Educational
Statistics, 1972. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973,.
p. 59, for column, 1; National Education Association, Estimates of School

1978-79. Washington, D.C.: NEA, 1979, p.720. As of 1980, States
under court order include Connecticut and Wyoming.

I ",
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The Elements of School. Finance Reform

Not surprisingly, the larger state fiscal role has, been accompanied

by greater, state control of local education policies. Before turning to

this, we examine the elements and political roots of school finance reform.

Several common elements characterize the diveigent school finance

reforms enacted during the'1970',7. There has been an evolution from state

S

increases in local unrestnicted spending to the inclusion of special state

,aid for disadvantaged youth (including the handicapped) and for dcriarge

core cities. Several key stab court suits based on clauses in different

state constitutions have caused variations in state approaches. Thus, the

initial California suit (Serrano) relied solely on variations in local

property tax capacity.
5

Subsequent suits in Washington (Seattle vs.

Washington) and New York (Levittown vs. Nyqhist) added considerations of .

special pupil needs and big city problems. There have been several con-

sistent results of such reform. Below are the key reform elements!

1. Districts with low property wealth per pupil have received con-
siderably more state aid. Their per pupil spending has been
"leveled up" to approach that of the higher-spending, property-
rich districts. A little redistribution from high spendinglto
low spending was involved, but basically increased state money
was used to level up.

4
2. Property tax relief has.been targeted to school distiicts with a

high;propertT tax effort, low assessed property value,and conse-
quently below-state-average per-pupil expenditures. Indeed,
schoolfinanctireform has been plagued with confusion as to whether
itwas aid for children or for Eaxpayers in school districts with,
below average assessed property values.

3. Funds for speCial pupil needs were ;added as it became apparent
'that disadvantaged and handicappe4pupils did-not always reside
primarily in districts that .had lo# assessed property values
(a case in point was Levittown, N.Y. , Another rationale was
that these plpils needed a more than average expenditure. _At
the clOse of the decade, 16 states had categorical programs of
compensatory education serving 1.9 million economically or edu-
cationally disadvantaged children at a total cost of $647 million.
AnOther eight, states had special adj tments for compensatory
education in their base allocatioti fo as.
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4. Special provisions were made for unusally high cost local
situations.

The States and the Cities: A Fiscal Dilemma

The
S.

errano approach in California was a negative standard, requiring

that the amount of expenditures per pupil could not be determined primarily

by,the property tax wealth for school district. The 1971 Serrano decision

.cited this comparison of tax rates and expenditure levels:

Assessed Value

Per Pupil Tax Rate

Expenditures

Per Pupil

Beverly Hills $550,885 $ 2.38 $1,232

Baldwin Park $ 3,707 $ 5.48 $ 577 fteds

But many core cities have higher than average assessed values per pupil
,....) .

because of the immense valuation of downtown office or industrial proper-

ties. They also have large numbers of single or private-school-oriented

parents. These two characteristics make many cities appear wealthy if one

looks only I.at property tax per pupil. However, large numbers of special

needs children in eastern and midwestern cities.generate above average

demands for other public services and especially high costs for compensa-
.

tory education.

A typical example'is Seattle,, whose voters turned down frequent requests

for property tax increases. Subsequently, a court suit was brought by

Seattle, even though finance reformers in the early 1970s considered the

. , .

city a "wealthy property district," Seattle asserted that school finance
V

had to be adjusted to the special needs of cities, and the Washington

courts so ruled.
4,

To meet such problems, several,states'have forniUfa adjustments or

/categorical aids for cities.
6

Michigan allocates more state aid to districts

No.
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in which the noneducation tax rate exceeds the statewide average by more

than- 25 percent. Florida uses.a cost-of-living index to increase state

aid ta2its urban areas: nlifornia has an urban impact aid program that

earmarks funds for cities. In this way, state school finance reform4

continues to search for formul,as that will recognize unique city ,,needs

without violating the general principle of equal treatment for all districtg.

The Politics of State School finance Reform
4

Public policy issues emerge on State political agendas for many

reasons, but'one of the most important and least understood is the role

of interstate "policy issue networks" that sponsor and promote programs

in a wide variety of forums. These interstate network elements, include

eneeneurs, private nonprofit advocacy organizations, lawyers, inter-

state technical assistance groups, and often private foundations. Such

networks spread ideas and create opportunities for state' politicians to

Champion particular causes or programs. Many of the most interesting

educational innovations, such as minimum competency testing, have been

promoted by these networks.

Recently; two of the largest state policy networks--schoolfinance
- _

reform-and spending/taxing limits--have begun .to clash with each other.

School finance reformers advocate large increases in state arid local

spending to meet the property tax "equity" criteria without leIelini

down and tte special needs of bilingual, handicapped, and city children.

At the same tiw. the crusaders for tax limitation seek to stabilize or

reverse the wth in state and local spending. Both ,these ne orks
j -

A.

have been developed by entrepreneurs who generate the activity and'strut-

ture the rewards. Both draw together membership from'diverse organizations.

2
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The entrepreneur with resources ample enough to launch the SchOok

finance reform network was the Ford Foundation, working in close collabora-

tion with HEW' .National Institute of EduowtioroiNIE), The Ford Foun-
.

dation provided publicity, grants, travel:end recognition as resources

.1

to motivate and bond togther the network participants., Indeed, it funds,

directly or indirectly, all the network's -major elements, which, include:

1. Lawyers to sue the state. Ford grants were made to the Western

Center on L w and Poverty (California) and the Lawyers Committee for Civil.

.

Rights Under Law (Washington, D.C.) to coordinate interstate legal activi-

ties. These Ford funded lawyerg devised and litigated Serrano and Levit-

town, and the Lawyers Committee has assisted in more than 20 subsequent

state suits.

2. Private agencies to spread the concepts of finance reform around

;

the nation,,such as stake branches /of the League 4 Women Voters, National
004-

Urban Coalition.. These agenciek_publicized general principles that the net-
'

werk supported.

3. Scholars to testify as expert court witnesses in favor to reform

and then to advise the state on how to meet court orders.' 'These scholars

from prestigiou&uhiversities adapted the network's principles to speCific

-state contexts.
I

4. Intrstate technical assistance groups'such as the Education

Commission of the States (ECS) d .the National Conference of State Legis-

,

latures. These groups worked with the scholars and provided computer
0

simulations of various solutions. They were hired 'by pro-reform state

politicians that the netwoik discOvered, or after court suits overturned

the schogl inance system and made "reform" seem likely.

a
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.5. State politicians and political institutions', such as the Governor's

Citizens Committee on-Education in Florida and the eregon\laegislature's

Committee on Equal Educational Opportnnity. These temporary government

units employed-network scholars and groups like ECS as their chief advisors.

6,. Research and action,centers oriented to'minority groups, including

the International Development Research ASsociatian (Hi@panic, located in

San Antonio) and the New Jersey Urban Coalition (Elack headquartered in

Newark). These Ford-funded organizations ensured that minority concerns
..

brought to the attention of -the groups mentionedeboye.

7. Graduate students--from Stanford to Columbia- -who received full

scholarships to prepare themselves as the next generation of school finance

advocates or technicians.

Ford and NIE provided operating expensest,travel,'consultants, research

papers, and any other appropriate ince ive to make the network effective:

Periodic meings of key network pa icipantS w4et e. used to select ta'rge't
4411%

states for intervention. -States that were "ripel:.filund all seven elements

descending on them. In all states, the'symbolism emphasited 'the legal

conceptOof equity, fundamental rights, -and discrimination against the

poor and other ethnic Minorities.

The Ebb and Flow of School Finance Reform

In 1974 thevpace of sthodl finance refaim slowed. *A national recession

eroded state budget surpluses. Some states, such as Connecticut and South
I

Dakota, pass, such\laws without funding them. The Ut.S. Supreme Conrf
4 s, ,

ruled in Rodriquez that it was. inappropriate for tle.federal government
,

.)-

to'intervend. There were "astieartening losses in-statdaconrts, as in Otlitgon
.

c

and Washington. The SerIsIn impetus for state equalization of the lgcal

._

property tax base behind :1i'. h child seemed to run out of gas. Coalitions
-..../

,

m
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were hprder to build, in part because of the erosion of budget surpluses

but also because of splits within, the education groups--argUments between

school boards and teacher ganizations, and betWe&n cities, suburbs, and

rural areas.

Beginning in the late 1970's, however, the pace of school finance

reform quickened again. The school finance network is on the more in new

and different directions,, especially in reformulation of their legal con-

.cepts; Ford-financed research and lepl.analysis had led to a midstream

correction. The'Serrano approach, relying solely on variations in local

property tax capacity, had ignored variations in 'pupil needs, such as

those of the disadvantaged and handicapped. The 'ord /NIE network won

/-
two interesting suits.(New York and Washington) that seem to portend the'

1",-7
4,

direction of things to 'tome. Courts.in New York ruled that a system with

equal tax yield for equal propert tax effo

discriminated against the big cities.- Citi

per pupil, but they.also hav' large numbers

and high tax rates for social services
1,

appeal courts in New York ordered more

rt e.g., Serrano, in fact

es have high assessed value

of disadvantaged children
40a.

other than educations... Consequently,

spending to be targeted to special

pupil needs and to urban areas, in addition to the Serrano property-tax
vi

focus that required more state spending in low property wealth suburbs.

Through its flexible instruments, the Ford Foutdati9n coordinated and

spearheaded-46e network. Often, a grant was not as effective as an in-

formal conference to line up state actiVIsts, a commissioned report about a

new legal strategy, a joint venture (with HEW or the Carnegie Foundation),

the creation of a new citizens organization, or scholarships for graduate

students. The network's successes are impressive, with major state spending.

increases a consistent'outco6.. Indeed, a recent Rand report emphasized

9
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that school finance reform had rarely eliminated spending differences

between school districts, but had led to more spending in all states.
8

A recent analysis of eight state cases of such reform found there

were several ingredients of successful reform besides the national reform..

network:9

1. Gubernatorial or legislative.commissions did much of the com-
prbnising in advance of legislative action. These special
commissions, such as the Florida Governor's Citizens Committee
on Education, ,accommodated high spending districts through
"EcTlId7harmless" provisions (no .district received less money
-than the .prior year), rural interests with increased transpor-
tation aid.

2. Another kty component was the javailability 'of a.state fiscal
surplus. This well illustrates an did adage that "politicians
can only equalize on a rising tide"

3. Court pressure was,a necessary stimulus-to reform.- There ,was:;
an effect of California's Serrano on other states. _,State
ical leaders in many-states felt ;hey faced litigation unless
there was reform. SucCe#sful suits were based on constittitional
equal protection clauSes in some states, education sections in
ethers.

'4. Finally,-school finance reform evolved over a long period of
time. Reform reflects a-logical progression from earlier con-...

sideration of previous proposals and formula. changes, though
'it may appear to beyadical in nature when it appears.

Theimportance of-"policy issue networks" in school finance reform

provides new insights Into policy diffusion and raises doubts about prior

political concepts and theories. RegionaliSm explained little. The

eight-state study-Could find-to strong 'regional impact of followers and

leaders wilphtn dist4nct sections of the country as Walker posits.
10

Theories of the diffusion of.innotvation Obscured what happened here.

Thus, analysis of diffusion curves, whereby innovation occurs because of

inteiacEion effects between users *add nonusers, obscures the actual pont.-

ical processes discussed above.
11

The environmental explanation of the Dye

school came up empty. Thus, there was no significant relationship between

2
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school finance'reform and-allegedly predictive measures such as state per

capita income and urbanization. Traditional interest group thebxy stresses

that policy change is driven by 'producer oriented interest groups. The

eight-state study found that producers in this issue--teacher and other..

employee organizations--were not crucial factors. -Moreover, the concept

of the power the "iron triangle" of government agency heads, legislative '

committees, and producer interests with a fragmented, self-interested view

was not evident in this reform. The "iron triangle" was a reactive force

that made marginal changes in network-inspired reforms.
12

There was,no cheer, either, for the student of, federalism who believe

that state politicsreseatchmay be bet organized,ar6und the federal

government as the crucial innovator, With states Terely reacting to this

13
stimulus. But the federal role in school finance reform was not large'

.

and was limited to research and a subordinate network role.

State Courts and the Political System

A crucial factor in state innovation was court stimulus. The 1970's

was a period of expansion in state court influence over state and local

educators. Ih California, the state education authorities were sued only

four times in 1968, but in 198(1° the state was sued 34 times in the first

ten months alone. As President of the California State Board of Educatidn,.

, the writer is a defendant in 108 active law suits in 1981. But if courts

I'

were a stimulus, school finance reform is an excellent base of implementa-

tion problems stemming'from judicial intervention. The legislAture.often

reg1rds the courts' legal principles as abstract and not useful in formu-

lating legislative solutions. If the courts do not provide,a clear signal

of their intent, but'keep pressuring the legislature for change, then tension
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between the branches intensifies.

-,21-.

For example, in Serrano, the California Supreme Court .enunciated a

support pf the schoolsnegative standard termed "fiscal neutrality":
4

cannot be .a function of wealth, other than the weiltholt4e state as a

whole:- There could Jpe no significant relationship between local property

wealth and focal per pupil expenditures. The vagueness of "fiscal neu-

-trality" created enduring confusion in the California egislature. Were

taxpayers or school children the intended benefici ries of school finance

reform? Should the legislature be primarily concerned with equalizing

school district tax effort or with eliminating smbstantial expenditure
11110

differences between school districts? How much i equality in either sphere

(tax equity, expenditure e ity) would the State supreme court tolerate?

Elmore and Mclaughlin spell..out some political consequences for the legis-

lature, where:

The issue created a difficult problem of coalition politics.
produced two broad divisions among legislators--those whp stood
to gain or 1pse from tax equity,.. and those who stood to gain or
lose from expenditure equity. Because_the two,divisions did not
relate to each other in any straightfotwdid way, legislators had
no simple decision rule for figuring o94whether they Should be
for or agilnst a given reform proposal.

Serrano also contained other4undamenttl conflicts. Courtrinitiatedti
reform often flows froma negative injunctIgh (like f9scal neutrality) in

response to a political minority. But legislative compliance requires

rf
a'majoritarian outcome, a positive plan, and a coalition of many interests.

There was-no broad-based constituency for school finance veforth but, as
40

we have seen, an elite interlocking network advocating the concept,.

Consequently, i p entation of school finance reform was to be more

to

difficult than the creation of free public schools was &n response to a

diffictlties, itbroad social.movement.in th'19th century. Given
-
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is surprising that California was able to implement as much school finance

change as it did by.1980. ApproxiMately 88 percent of California's pupils

were in school districts with per pupil expenditures that varied by no

more than $200.

The Scope of State Policy Innovation in the 1970's

The newest state finance reform is the tax,lkmitation movement.
4

If sucha limitation fdcuses on the local property tax, as it did in

,Massachusetts and California's,PropOsition 13, then local choice will be

eroded., The California property tax is limited to 1 percent of assessed

valuation, and there is no way local voters can increase their school

expenditures beYOnd that level. An unintended effect of Proposition 13

was (de facto) full state assumption of education finance and the elimi-

nation of local fundraising. Given he California tradition of extensive

intervention, itistherefore inevitable that state control will increase.

Already, following the passage of Proposition 13, the state has required

local school districts to give priority to child care and adult education.

Many local boards,wanteci to reduce these two areas significantly.

School finance reform and movements like Proposition 13 may stimulate.

statewide teacher bargaining. If the state controls all funding increases,

.then teachers mustegOtiate with the state for salary raises. Consequently,

a two-tier approach may develop. Some issues such as salary schedules and

fringe benefits would'be bargained for at the state level, but other areas

of school policy would be reserved for local negotiations. Two tiers,

however, would restrict the ability to reach compromise solutions because /
A

trade-offs would:no longer be possible between economic salary issues

and other considerations, such as teacher preparation periods.

2'"
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The-demand for equal education opportunity has spawnedSew state pro-

grams for populations with special needs. States now 'classify children

in several ways and mandate services and standards for the various cate-
0

gories of students. Some of these pupil classifications are vocational
o

/41p

education, career eduation, the mentally gifted, the disadvantaged,
4

migrantS, underachievers, non-English speaking, American Indians, pregnant

0

minors, foster children, delinquent children, and men* or more different

categories of handicapped children. An example is found in Madsachuset
. . a

. ,

a state noted for its trong'belief in focal control, which adopted a

sweeping special education law mandating entirely new programs. New pro-

cedures for individualized evaluation that exceed federal requirements,

were to be established and paTents involved.,-- New working relationships

are required for teache4,--ipsychologists, and other specialists. New

evaluation techniques are outlined to avoid misclassification of students.
411

Biliegual education
4 statutes in 24 states by 19 81 regulate local 14

teaching policy, Also, for exampl', in California, any class with ten
1 .

or more pupilsChOse English is limited must have a state specified program.
ti _

; Fedefal progiams fdr the disadvantaged and handicapped require the states

iv to impose additional requirements on local schools. The states must

determine if the local proposal meets federal regulations. Sixteen states

have started their own programs for the disadvantaged building on the

federal concept. In short, in the 1970's, states have beensudpicious of
4,

the 4egreeof local initiative and commitment to disadvantaged and minority

populations without state regulations.

r
State government has also been skeptical of local willingness to adopt

innovative programs. Consequently, states have started innovative cate-

gorical programs for which localities must compete. MassaChnsettd has an
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experimental school program that combines magnet schoels for multiracial

populations with community control. California has the School Improvement,

Program, which provides over $100 per pupil to school-based councils

composed of parents, teachers, administrators, and students. These school-

site councils are charged with devising new ways to individUalize education

-and meet other state goals. $ome of these state innovations provide greater

local flexibility. Legislation permits lawyers, craftsmen, and artists,

to teach courses. In addition, some states permit waivers of requirements

theiocal district can provide a special justification.

Another development has been state mandating of "accountability."

Between 1966 and..1976, thirty-five states passed accountability statutes,

and Zpurteen claim to have "comprehensive systems" with several components.

Despite a lack of Common definition and concepts, 4,000 pieces of account-

ability literature were Published.
15

In effect, accountability has focused

state control on school outcomes in addition to state-defined minimum inputs.

Such control covers matters like new budget formats (including program

,budgeting), new teacher evaluation requirements, new state tests and

assessment devices that reorient local curricula, procedures for setting

educational objectivesparent advisory councils. for school sites, and

minimum competency standards for high school graduation.

In Florida, for example, these various accountability techniques

interact to enhance state control State assessment tests in certain

subjects are publicized through parent councils. Statewide tests are also

required for high school graduation: Students must score in the 70th

percentile statewide to obtain a diploma. Student test scores are related

to teacher evaluatiohs. School districts fear th' adverse publicity that

.can come with publication of test scores lower thai those of other districts.

2n
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Is State Control Excessive?

While much of the federal, court, and state legal and bureaucratic

ntanglement in-local education comes from a legitimate need to correct

past failings, such as the neglect of minorities in public schools, some

fear that the pendulum may have swung too far. Moreover, there -is no

counterforce_to this growth of nonlocal control. Dominant political and

social forces are all moving in the same direction, toward ever more court

and state intervention in local policymaking: 16
There is no national

or state leadership advocating a complete organization and pruning of

state education codes that would eliminate traditional regulations requir-

ing substantial amounts of money. For example, 31 states have statutes

requiring some form of contractual agreement between school systems and

oyees. But this mandate was not accompanied by repeal of personnel'

restrictions in priOr state codes. States cOntionue to set standards for

- personnel much as they did when teachers were not permitted to bargain

with local school boards. This meads that unions can begin their demands

, . .

with the state code as a guaranteed floor.

Education has received poor publicity in'recent years for a variety

of reasons--declining enrollments and test scores, vandalism, lack of dis-

cipline, and soaring costs. 'These complaints provide a rationale for state

officials who contend that districts will neglect the needs of disadvantaged,

bilingual, and handicapped childrenoor waste money. States have increased

their aid for specific purposes because they believe local boards are not

tough enough to resist teacher demands for exorbitant salary increases.

As a result, local officialsequently cannot,act unilaterally, but must

take state regulations or guidelines'intofaccount.
s,

3 0
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Although the founding fathers descrjbed state government as the

keystone of the American governmental arch, several critics claimed that

by the 1960's state government acted more like a "fallen arch." Since

elementary and secondary education consumes 58 percent of total state aid

to local governments, the enhanced state rple discussed above is an impor-
11,

tant general indicator of state policy implementation. While the41960's

was a decade 0 federal education innovation, the 1970's will be recorded

as-an era when the states were at the forefront. The federal era of the

1960's. was followed by massive research on its effects. So the 1980's

should see a spate of research in state impact.

But while it is easy to enumerate many policy areas where states have

/--.encroached on local prerogatives,.we lack an empirical assessment of over-

all aggregate impact on local decisions'and operations. For example,

researchers need to focus on how implementation of state policies affects

classroom teachers. There are so many policies that the'cumulative and

interactive nature of local impact will be difficult to assess.
17

We know

very little about the various effects of state rules and incentives--

direct, indirect, or secondary. In .1981, we are about irr the research stage

vis-a-vis the federal role in 1970.

The Future State Role in Education

It is unlikely that the past decades's impressive grrh of the

state role in implementlig education pa-Hey can continue. _A strengthened
r-

and diversified state tax structure will confront (1) public support for,

slower growth instate spending; (2) slow or no real growth in the national'

economy; (3) demographic change, with client groups ceasing to expand;

and (4) decreased stimulus from federal Aid.
18

These national trends,

hogever, obscure the rapid economic growth in several Sunbelt states that
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cO3i.d continue to support their 1970-1980 growth'rates in school, financing.

Fc5r example, economic growth in Texas permitted a jump in education expen-
i\,

dieues from $1.2 billion in 1969 to $5.1 billion in 1979.

,A major factor limiting skate .spending could4be the "tax evolt,"

whether carried out through initiative or state legislatit But a study

by the Education Commission of the States found the tax revolt is not4

a monolithic movement sweeping the country (see appendix A).
19

Voters

perceive crucial differences betWeen the various types of tax and expendi-

ture,limitation measures (TEL) and act on those perceptions. TEL's aimed

at,limiting future growth in government expenditures elicited a response

based on the respondent's philosophy about the proper role of government.

TEL's that required large property tax cuts, however, were highly related

to socioeconomic status and demographic characteristiCs. Case studies of

TEL state campaigns by ECS revealed that 'successful strategies must be

tailored to a specific state's attitude and political culture. TIlle TEL

movement is having some effect restraining state revenue grOwth, as indicated

bNable 7. Recent growth in state revenues is driven by inflation and

inhibited by political tax limitation efforts (see appendiX B).

Whatever the outcome of the TEL movement, however, on will

rely on state government to provide its major fiscal sustenan4e in the 08110's..

Local voter approval of property tax increases has never recaptured the

ground lost in the,nid-1960's.
20

Indeed, a case can be made that local

tax support for education will decline further in the 1980's. The proportion

of people with a direct stake in, education parentd) who are not alien-

ated from schools is declining. The major p6pulation sectors in which

enrollments are increasing, such as Hispanics and low income citizens,

have little political influence over budgets. Special programs of interest

31
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Table 7.

Sources of Increased State Tax Revenues, 1966-1979
1

Percent

Real
Economic Tonna- Political
Factors tion Action

Billions of Dollars

Year

*

Total
Increase

Real
Economic Political

Growth2 Inflation Action3

...

1966 $ 2.7 $1.1 $0.7 $0.9

1967 2.3 0.7 0'.8 0.8

1968 4.1 0.8 0.9 2.4

1969 4.4 0.9 1.7 1.8

1970 4.9 0.0 2:2 2.7

1971 2.9 , 0.8 ' 1.5 0.6

1972 5.7 1.9 1.5 2.3

1973 7.0 2.4 2.7 1.9

1974 5.0 0.0 5.2 -0.2

1975 5.1 0.0 '4,6 0.5

1976 6.8 2.6 2.6 1.6.

1977 10.2 3.9 4.8 1.5

1978 10.5 3.5 7.0 *

1979 9.3 2.2 8.8 s*-1.7

...--- .

1Taxes included are general sales tax, personal

41% 26%, - 33% '

30 35 35

20 22 59 ,

20 39 41

0 45 55

28 52 21

33 26 40

34 39 27

0 104 - 4

0 90 10

38 38 23

38 . 47 1,5

33 67 0

24 95 -18

income tax, corporate

income tax, and selective salee'taxes.

2The division between real' and
to

economic factors 'was computed

by applying the ratio ofreal to monetary changes in GNP for each year to
the total economic factors reported by the state tax commissioners.

3Political action--Discretionary influences such as the adoption or repeal

of a tax, the raising or lowering'of a tax rate, the legislative expansiip
or contraction of a tax base, and changes in taxpayer information practices.

elaSo 'ce: Staff computagon by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmentalctions,4980. .

t.

I
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to these groups, incluDg bilingual education and deSegregation, will

further depress' support from the,rest of the population. The number of

people with no direct interest in education who, for a variety of reasons,

are probable "No" voters in local school finance elections is increasing. 21

There will be a dramatic increase in the total number of senior citizens,

a'
who also are the 4citizens most likely to vote, bdt who have no direct

stake in schools. Inflation psytholcay:will depress the willingness to

increase local property taxes. Moreover, education will confront increased

competitton for funding a federal level from advocates for increased

'spending.on defense, energy, and p,enior citizens. Given the probable erosion

of political sdpport at theloCal and federal levels, increased political

cohesion of education groups at the state level is crucial.

During the 1970's, schools increasingly came to rely on state reve-

nues. Maintaining the impressive growth in state support for education will

be dificult\, however, for the reasons enumerated above. The state revenue

base is the key to future fiscal support. In an,eraof tax limitation,

public education groups may have to use their politicll muscle to win the

redistribution of scarce state dollars from other public services to

education. This will require repair of the tattered alliantes between

teachers, administrators,,school board members, and parent groups. The

school finance reform political movement has peaked, but some state courts

.

may continue to apply pressure for leveling up the low-spending districts.

...Overall'; the outlook for the state role in education pearsato.be steady

a7state in the,1980's, with no real growth in per-pupi expenditure. The TEL
.

movement is a strong indicator of the probably future trend--no drastic
o

cutbacks,but'much slower increasep.
22

The 1980's will be 'a decade of

consolidatiOn and digesting the large number of innovations in the 1970's.

4
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- Appendix A

STATE LIMITATIONS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT TAXING AN6 SPENDING POTHERS

Property Full

Tax Rate Disclosu e
Limits Law

NuMbii of state with such
laws prior to 1970 40

Number of states with such
laws by November 1979 401 102

-1

2 In6i5es only those states that require automatic property tax rate rollback to
offset most or all of annual increases in the assessment base in the absence of
a rigorous full disclosure procedure, i.e.,Jmid announcement of proposed tax
increase and public hearings. -States included are as follows: Arizona,
Florida; Hawaii, Maryland, Montana, Texas, Virginia,, Tennessee, Kentucky, and
Rhode Island.

3 Prior to 1970: Arizona, Colorado, and Oregon.
4 By November 1979: Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina,
Utah, Washington, Wisconsin, Florida, Massachusetts,

(Nebraska, Nevada, and California.

Prior to 1970: Arizoila.

Property
Tax Levy Expenditure Asiessment
limits Lids Constraint

3
3

204 86 67

is

Due to rapidly rising property values, tax rate imitations have lost most of
their effectiveness as a tax control mechanism. As a result, states are.now
adopting other forms of tax and expenditure co trols.

6 By November 1979: Arizona, Iowa, Kansas, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Nebraska,
Nevada, and California: .

7 Inbludes those states placing- a limitation on annual assessment increases.
States wittOsuch limitations by September 1979 include: California, Idaho,
'Minnesota, Iowa, Maryland, and Oregon. In addition,-Nevada will join this list
if a ballot measure approved in 1978 receives voter approval again in 1980.

------\.. 4,

Source: ACIR staff compilation based on data prepared by LAAO, CCH, and ACIR.
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State

New Jersey

Colorado

Michigan

Rhode Island

Tennessee

Hawaii

Michigan

Appendix B

RECENT STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE/EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS

\f .Constitutional
Ye or Statutory

JANUARY 1, 1976-JANUARY 1, 1980 ,

State Local 0

Limitation Limitation Remarks
1976

1977.

1977

1977

1978

1978

1978

1978

S

S

S

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

X

X State expenditure growth is limited to the increase in state
personal income, Municipalities cannot increase their bud-
gets by more than57. a year. Both limits can be exceeded only

-by a majority vote on 'a referendum. .

, State general fund expenditures re limited to a 7% annual
increase. An additional 4% may be allocated to a reserve
fiund,but amounts over 11% must be refunded co taxpayers,

A,,-Budget Stabilization Fund was established, with-provisions
for pay-in to the fund during periods of economic growth, and
pay-out during recessionary periods. In it now used in con-
junction with the 1978 state spending limitation.

The legislature adopted a qonbinding "suggested" 8% cap on
the annual growth of_budget appropriations.

Increase's in.-appropriations- from state -tax revenues 'are
limited to the estimated growth irifEhe State's economy. The
lid /say be exceeded by majority, vote of the legislature.

State spending is limited to 7% of total state personal in-
come. The limit may be exceeded bb 2/3 vote of the legis-
lature.

Increases in state general fund appropriations-are limited to
'the estimated growth in thei.state's economy. Larger increas-v
es must be approved by a 2/3 vote of the legislature.

State tax revenues can increase only as fast as the growth in
personal income. If reenues exceed the limit by more than 1%,

J

the excess is refunded throu0 the income tax. If the excess
is less than 1%, it is placed in the Budget Stabilization
Fund. The limit may be exceeded if the Governor specifies an
emergency and 2/3 of the legislature concurs.
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State Year

Texas 1978

California 1979

Louisiana 1979

Massachusetts 1979

Nebraska 1979

Neyada 19J9

Appendix B

RECENT STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE/EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS
JANUARY 1, 1976-JANUARY 1, 1980

(Continued)

Constiehtional State Local
or Statutory Limitation Limitation Remarks

C

X

X

Increases
,

in apprqpriations from state tax revenues are
limited to the estiiiiated growth in-the state's economy. The
limit may be exceeded by a simple majority of the state
legislature.

X Increases in state and local appropriations are limited to
population growth and inflation. The limits may be exceeded,
ert appropriations in. the following three years must be
reduced to prevent an aggregate increase' in expenditures.
The limits may be changed by the electorate, but the change is
effective only for three years.

S X .State tax revenues can grow only as fast as,the increase in
(.0
1

.p.lorsonal income. Proceeds from severance taxes are not
included in the limitation.

-S X , Increases in local government eipenditures''are limited to 4%.
Override provisions are includid.' The limitation expires

° December 31, 1981.

S X. No political subdivision may adopt a budget in which the
anticipated receipts exceed the current year's by more than
7%. Further allowances .are included for population growth
exceeding 5%. The limit may be exceeded in the event of an
emergency or upon voter approval.

S X X The state budget is limited to the 1975-77 bienriium budget
adjusted for population changes and inflation. Local budgets

-.. aretied to 1979 fisCal year budgets adjusted for population
changes and a partial inflation allowance...The limits may be
exceeded "to thesextent necessary, to meet situations in which
there is a threat to life or property."

-.
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Appendix B

RECENT STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE/EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS
JANUARY 1, 1976-JANUARY 1, 1980

(Continued)

Constitutional State Local
State Year or Statutory Limitation Limitation, Remarks

Oregon 1979 S X The increase in state appropriations for general governmental
purposes for the 1979-81 biennium is limited to the growth in
state personal income in the preceding two years.

X X The annual increase in state appropriatians is limited to 85%
of the percentage increase in state personal income. The
increase in local revenues may not exceed 90% of the
percentage increase in state peisonal income, with further
adjustments for population growth allowed. The limits may be
exceeded by a two-thirds vote of the legislative ody of a
unit of government,.

Washington 1979 S X State tax revenues can grow only as fast as the average
increase in state personal income over the three previous
years. The limit may be exceeded by a 2/3 vote of the
legislature.

Utah 1979

A

TOTALS 15

NOTE:

'SOURCE:.

6

Only the six state actions that placed overall limitations on local government.revenues and expenditures
are included in this table. Since 1970, states have imposed approximately 35 other restrictions on the
ability of local authorities to raise property taxes.

ACIR staff compilations based one: 'Commerce Clearing House, State Tax Reporter; Nkional Conference of
State Legislatures, A Legislator's Guide to State,Tax and Spending Limits, March 1979.
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